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TRACK YOUR PATIENTS
POSSESSIONS
From ambulance to hospital, ward to ward, patients
are constantly on the move – as are their possessions.
To help safe-guard their belongings and offer all
round peace of mind, we at TSG Associates have
developed a simple, cost effective solution.
Introducing the new SMARTSAFE Property Bags,
specially designed for the medical profession. They're
clear, secure, durable and easy to use. They also come
in two different sizes and will hold the patients
valuables such as wallets, watches, jewellery, glasses,
teeth as well as clothes and shoes.
What's more, each SMARTSAFE Property Bag comes
with a unique bar code tracking system, ensuring your
patients belongings are returned to them safely after
treatment. It's not much but we believe it makes the
healing process less painful.

WHY SMARTSAFE?
“THERE ARE TIMES WE NEED TO SECURE
A PATIENTS PERSONAL BELONGINGS...
WHEN YOU REACH FOR SMARTSAFE
PROPERTY BAG YOUR SOLUTION IS IN HAND.”
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Secured Possessions - A robust tamper proof
material and security seal means patients
possessions remain safely together.
Simple Tracking - Unique barcoded
wristband ensures patient and belongings
are easily reunited.
Multiple Management - Multiple
belongings can easily be managed in one
package.
Improved Handover - The handover of
belongings from ambulance to hospital
staff is simple without fuss.
Reducing Anxiety - Patients are anxious
enough, knowing their possessions are safe
and secure takes this worry away.
Time Saving - Looking for patients
possessions is dramatically reduced.
Easy Recording - Each SMART Safe Bag
comes with five peel off barcoded labels, to
record it on all patients documents.
Money Saving - Claims for compensation on
missing possessions will be minimised.

To find out more or try a free sample please call the
number on the back page.
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